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RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVlCEWlTNESSPANZAR 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF UNITED PARCELSERVKE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-7. Please refer to page 28 of your testimony, lines 14-19. 
Please confirm that the concept of economic efficiency used in your analysis is 
that associated with the short-run economic efficiency of mailing deci:sions 
affecting volume-variable costs as opposed to a long-run concept of Ieconomic 
efficiency that would consider investment decisions. If not confirmed. please 
explain how distortions of longer-run decision making, such as poteni:iaI 
Investment declslons, are measured In your concepl of markups of price over 
marginal costs, which you refer to as unit volume vanable costs on lln~e 15 

ANSWER: Confirmed. However, it should be pointed out that it is always the 

so-called “short-run” costs that are relevant for economic efficiency. For it is 

these that reflect the real resources used as a result of consumers’ purchase 

decisions 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVlCEWlTNESSPANZAR: 
TO INTERROGATORIESOFUNITEDPARCELSERVKE 

UPS/USPS-T11-6. On page C of your testimony, from lines 5 through 22, you 
describe the reasons why it would be “economically inefficient for price to be 
set below marginal cost” (line 16). Please confirm that the positions you set 
out in the referenced section apply for each subclass of mail at each and every 
polnt In time at which the postal rate for that subclass Is In effect. If not 
confrrmed, please explain. 

ANSWER: Not confirmed. In theory, it is literally true that inefficiency occurs 

when purchases occur at a price below marginal cost, even momenta~rily 

However. in practice, peaks and valleys in mail volumes mean that marginal 

costs vary frequently, while prices are in effect for a period of years. Thus when 

evaluating principles, for rate-makrng, the relevant comparison will always be 

between price and some sort of average measure of marginal cost 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVICE WlTNESS PANZAR 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF UNITED PARCELSERVICE 

UPS/USPS-Tll:S. On page 7 Of your teStlmOny at IlneS ‘I3 and ‘14. you State 
that “estimates of marginal costs can be used by the rate-maktng autharlty to 
avoid providing services which consumers value less than the resources 
used to produce thorn.” Please confirm that if at any point in time the Postal 
Service charges the user of any subclass of mail a rate that is less than the 
cost of the resources used to provide that service, economic inefficiency 
results. If not confirmed, please explain. 

ANSWER: Not confirmed. for the reasons stated in my to UPS/USPS-T1 l-8. 

above. 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERWCEWTNESS PANZAR 
TO INTERROGATORlESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-T1 I-IO. Please refer to page 7 of your testimony, lines 19-21. 
Please confirm that the proposition you set forth there applies at each and 
every point in time. If not confirmed. please explain. 

ANSWER: Not conflrmed, for the reasons stated In my response to 

UPS/USPS-T-l l-8. above 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVICEWTNESSPANZAR 
TO INTERROGATORIESOF UNITED PARCELSERVKE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-11. Please refer to page 8 of your testimony, lines 3 through 
23, where you state that the requirement for fair and reasonable postal rates 
requires that the postal rate schedule be free from cross-subsidy and that 
cross-subsidy free rates should meet the incremental cost test. Please 
confirm that for any speclnc subclass of mall the conclusions you StatB In the 
referenced testimony apply at each and every point in time when the rate for that 
subclass of mail is in effect. If not confirmed, please explain. 

ANSWER: Not confirmed, for the reasons stated in my response to 
UPS/USPS-T-l I-8, above. 



RESPONSES OF POSTAL SERVICE WlTNESS PANZAF: 
TO INTERROGATORlESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-12. Please refer to page 10, lines 2325, and page 11. lines l- 
4, where you state that if a monopolist’s prices are set below per unit 
incremental costs, economically efficient entry of firms with superior productive 
techniques would be detet-red. 

(a) Please confirm thal your conclusion holds true even If a firm Is not a 
monopolist If not confirmed, please explain 

(b) Please confirm that these principles and conclusions apply to each and 
every subclass of mail at each and every point in time in which a price for that 
subclass of mail service is in effect. If not confirmed, please explain 

ANSWERS: 

(a) Confirmed 

0)) Not confirmed, for the reasons stated in my response to UPSIUSPS-T- 

11-8, above. 

- 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVlCEWlTNESSPANZAR 
TO INTERROGATORIESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-13. Please refer to pages 13 through 1C of your testimony, 
where you discuss deriving economically relevant marginal and incremental 
cost measures from Postal Service accounting data. 

(a) Please conflrm that any estlmates of marglnal or Incremental costs 
derived from htstorical accounting data will always be subject to uncertalnry If 
not confirmed, please explain. 

(b) Please confirm that any estimates of price elasticities for subclasses of 
mail service or revenue projections based on historical accounting data will 
always be subject to uncertainty If not confirmed, please explain. 

(C) Please explain how the uncertainty associated with cost. elas,ticity and 
revenue estimates and projections should be reflected in postal rats-making 

ANSWERS: 

(a) Confirmed. 

(b) Confirmed. 

(c) I am not aware of any analysis which explicitly introduces such 
uncertainties into an analysis of postal Irate-making. In the absence of such 
explicit modeling, standard practice is to base analyses and recommendations 
on the mean (expected) values of the variables In question 

-- - 
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RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVlCEWlTNESSPANZ.AR 
TO INTERROGATORlESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-14. Please refer to pages 16 through 20 of your testimony, 
Section II C and D. Assume that the Postal Service were to announce that it 
intended to implement in the test year significant cost reduction initiatives, or 
significant changes in its product offerings, or significant changes in its 
operating plan. or some other significant change. How should such changes 
be reflected in the marginal and incremental cost estimates for the test year? 

ANSWER: The correct methodology for the calculation of marginal and 

incremental costs is not altered as a result of the types of changes you 

hypothesize. Whatever the overall operating environment of the Postal Service, 

the incremental c,osts of a particular increment in mail volumes is calculated as 

the difference between the total costs of the Postal Service, with and without the 

Increment tn question. When the increment at issue IS one typical Iunit of 

volume of a particular mail subclass, the result is an estimate of the marginal 

cost of that subclass. Thus, the calculation of marginal and incremental costs 

involves cost differences, not cosf levels. Therefore, the fact that changes in the 

test year operating environment is anticipated to lead to differences in cost 

/eve/s does not necessarily invalidate marglnal and Incremental cost 

calculations based on historical data. 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVICEWTTNESSPANZIAR 
TO INTERROGATORlESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-15. Please refer to page 28 of your testimony, lines 11 to 19. 
Assume that for a given subclass of mail (call it subclass X) the effective rate 
was set so that it was precisely equal to incremental cost and therefore, as you 
define it, the rate is cross-subsidy free. (For this question assume that the 
incremental cost of the subclass is greater than its marginal cost), 

(a) What benelks If any, would flow to users of other subclasses elf mall as a 
result of the Postal Service providing the specifted mail subclass X7 

(b) What benefits, if any, result from the provision of a mail serke at a price 
precisely equal to incremental cost? 

(c) In the hypothesized situation, what advice would you offer the Postal Service 
with respect to the price it should charge for subclass X? 

(d) Under what circumstances, if any. should the Postal Service continue to 
over subclass X as a mall service. If the price charged merely recovered Its 
Incremental cost? 

ANSWERS: 

(a) By hypothesis, the users of other subclasses of mail would be no better or 

worse off than if subclass X were provided by some other firm (at the same 

price) 

(b) There are benefits which accrue to the consumers of the service whenever 

the Postal Service enjoys economies of scope. That is, whenever its 

incremental costs of providing the volumes in question are less than the costs 

of an alternative supplier. The consumers benefit from being able to purchase 

the service at the average incremental cost of the Postal Service ra’ther than at 

the higher average cost of the alternative suppllers. 

(c) The hypothetical does not provide sufrkient data on which to base any 

specific advice 

(d) Whenever it enjoys economies of scope, for the reasons explained in my 

answer to part (b). 

-_T_ ! ,111 II 
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RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVICEWlTNESSPANilAR 
TO INlERROGATORlESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-16. (a) Please list all Postal Rate Commission dlscitions 
which you read, either in whole or in part before you prepared your testimony 

(b) In those instances where you have read only part of a Commission 
declslon. please ldentlfy those portions of each such declslon whlc:h you read 
before you prepared your testimony, 

ANSWERS: 

(a) The purpose of my testimony was to explain economic costing principles 

and their relationship to Postal Service accounting practices and procedures 

While I have read parts of various Postal Rate Commission decisions in the 

past, I do not recall consulting those dectsions before preparing my testimony. 

(b) NA 



RESPONSESOF POSTALSERVlCEWlTNESSPANilAR 
TO INTERROGATORIESOFUNlTEDPARCELSERVlCE 

UPS/USPS-Tll-17. Identify all sections of the Postal Reorganization Act which 
you read in connection with the preparation of your testimony, 

ANSWER: The purpose of my testimony was to explain economic costing 

principles and their relationship to Postal Service accounting practices and 

procedures. VV??ile I have read parts of the Postal Reorganizatlon Act In the 

past, in preparing my testimony I referred only to the passages that: I quoted 



DECLARATION 

I, John C. Panzar, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers 

are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 

,o? 
Job C.Lanz& W 

Dated: 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon all 

participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules 

of Practice. 

Hzzp 
Richard T. Cooper 
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